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ct. Operations on strings and languages, uch as shuffle, iterated shuffle, inverse shufl!e and 
cancellation, have been used to describe sequentialized execution histories of concurrent proces- 
ses. The power of these operations and their relation to the usual AFL-operations is studied and it 
is shown that fiow expressions [ 11,121, event expressions IS-103 and even very restricted variants 
of them define all the recursively enumerable sets. 
The family of recursively enumerable languages i equal to the least full trio which is in addition 
closed under iterated shufIle, and it also equals the smallest family of languages containing the finite 
sets and closed under 
(a) shuffle, iterated shuffle, and ircvrrse shuffle; 
(b) shuffle, iterated sh&le, and cancellation; 
(c) product, i!erac,J shuffle, and cancel!ation with finite sets; 
(d) product, iterated shuffle, and inverse shuffle with regular sets; 
(e) product, iterated shuffle, homomorphisms, and inverse homomorphisms. The family of 
languages definable by slhuffle xpressions [6,12] is incomparable with the family of computation 
sequence sets [2-53. 
13 the last few years sr:veral authors introduced finite expressions based on the 
shuffle operation in orde:r to describe sequentialized execution histories of certain 
concurrent processes. 
Although concurrency in general cannot be fully described by these methods, they 
rngy Se convenient for software specification as has partly been shown in [6,7,&g, 
10, 11, 12-J. 
these expressions do not allow synchronization operations, as f 
the well-known regular expressions, the C-expressions of [6] or equiv 
shuffle-expressions of [X2]. Others include various types of operation 
romization. Among these are the message transfer expressions o 
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called event expressions [8, ICI;, the flow expressions [ 11,12 I5 the SC-expressions of 
[O] and others [7]. 
Rather than to discuss the usefulness of these concepts for describi‘r g software and 
syn&~n&tion, we consider these and similar ckasses of expressi@ ns as tools to 
define familier of languages in the sense of formal l!anguage theory. 
In doing so we use a unifying notation which is in accordance with the standard 
notation of APL-theory as used in [I] and study the interdependence between 
various c,perations in more detail. We compare the so-defined fam lies with other 
known classes of languages, such as context-free languages, Petri net languages, 
context-sensitive languages, and recursively enumerable sets. 
While it is known from [S] that eg;tint expressilons define exactly the class of 
y enumerable sets, it is conjectured in [7] that the smallest class of 
languages containing the finite sets and closed under the operations union, product, 
star, shuffle, iterated shuffle, and inverse shuffle is not equal to the c/as:; of recursively 
enumerable sets. 
Contradicting this conjecture we show that every recursively entimerable set can in 
fact be defined by using only finite sets and finitelly many applications of shuffle, 
iterated shuffle, and inverse shuffle. 
A similar, but weaker, result has been independently obtained in [14], where in 
addition to shuffle, iterated shuffle and inverse shuffle all the r@ar cperations of 
union, product and Kleene star have been used. 
We also disprove a conjecture of [12] by showing that every recursi.dely enumer- 
able set can be defined by some flow expressron. 
As it turns out, one still gets all the recursively enumerable sets if one uses only the 
three operations shuffle, iterated shuffle, and cancellation starting with finite sets. 
Tne extreme pow;;lr of the iterated shuffle operation is indicated by the following 
results: there are languages, defined from the finite sets by means of iterated shufhe 
and product (respectively, intersection with regular sets) which are not contained % 
the intersection-closed AFL generated by the one,-sided Dyck language over one 
pair of brackets. This shows that the class of languages definable b!f C-expressions is 
incomparable to the family of Petri net languages which is a subfamily cf this 
intersection-closed AFL. The smallest full trio closed under iterated shuffle is e,lua! 
to :bhe ciass of all recursively enumerable sets. 
The SC-expressi Dns of [6] describe only context-sensitive sets [ 131 a.ld will not be 
discussed in detail. Nevertheless, we believe that our results answer some of the 
questions raised in the referenced papers and are also a contribution to the abstract 
theory of formal languages. 
istinc 
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If L is a single language, hen {L) denotes the least family of languages containing 
is means that (L) contains L and all languages L’ isomorphic to L. 
Let A denote the empty word and let lg(w) be the length of the word w. If E is a 
language, then alph(L) is the smallest alphabet X such that L c X*. 
Let 9 be a family of languages, then (Sl,. . . , 0n)(2i?) is the least family of 
languages including 2 and closed under finitely many applications of operations 
belonging to 01 u 0’2 u - l * u On, where each1 0’j is a class of operations on families of 
languages. 
If 6 = (0) for a single operation o, then we write o instead of 0 and we write O(Z) 
instead of (CT)&?) if the symbol 0 denotes one class of operations. 
Finally (01,. . . , On)(Q;, . . . , OL)(LZ) is a shorthand for (&, . . . , On) 
((6, . . . , C&)(Z)) if n, m 22. Thus (61)((6’&Z)) usually will be written as 
01 w72W)h 
It is easy to see that 6’@@‘B) c 6&P) implies 0&Z) = (01,6’&2E’). Also O&Yl) c 
0&32) if Zl C_ C4(23 and bl c 02. 
A class 0 of unary operations is closed under composition and includes the 
identity, if and only if 6(.9) = {o(L) 1 o E S, L E 91. 
The following classes of operations on families of languages are all closed under 
composition and include the identity. The definitions of the underlying operations 
may be found in [l]. 
is the class of all homomorphisms. 
is the class of all non-erasing homomorphisms. 
~:={h&?/!g~h(w))#Oforall w#A}. 
is the class of all inverse homomorphisms. 
is the class of all codings or length-preserving homomorphisms. 
wad := {h E %?llg(h(w)) = lg(w) for all words w}. 
is the class of all inverse codings. AC inverse coding may also be 
considered as a substitution of finite alphabets, where disjoint 
alphabets are substitutzd for distinct symbols. A coding h E pod is 
called an isomorphism iff h E %?‘d n %Ccod. 
is the class off all length-decreasing homomorphisms, also called weak 
codings or al$abetical h 3momorphtsms. 
tic := i;h E &Ilg(h(w)) s lg(w) for all words w}. 
is the class of all inverse weak codings. An inverse weak coding can 
always 5~ decomposed into a star substitution [I] followed by an 
inverse coding. 
is a class of operations which do not depend on the choice of the 
alphabets, then C&Y?) is closed under isomorphisms if 2% is a family of la 
ion /\ is the natural generalization of language inters 
2?~,5?~ ar,? is 
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The closure of a family 9 t:nder the wedge operation is denoted by A (Z’), but, as it is 
usually done in L-theory, we then say that A (3’) is cPased un er intersection 
instead of saying that A (.A!?) is closed under wedge. 
If X and 3 are families of languages, then 
( A X)(9) I= u 9i, 
ial 
where 31 :== 9 and si+r := (A?i A X). If X is closed under intersection and if for each 
L E 9 C-W-~ exists a E X such that L c then ( A X)(.9) = 3 A X 
Similar to the wedge operation, v is the natural generalization of union to families 
of languages ZI and 92: 
If 9 v 9 ~9, then 5? is called union-closed. 
The regular operatrons of product, leene plus, and are ,;eneralized to 
families of languages in the obvious way. 
Let !3%, 93, %$‘, KW’, %.Y, and 5W, resp., be the family of finite sets, regular sets, 
context-free languages, computation sequence sets, context-sensitive languages, and 
recursively enumerable sets, resp. 
For definitions of WY’ in terms of Petri ne hines see [2-51. It is 
there shown that E?Y’ =f [%?,a O-l, A 3, A )( 1 is the semi-Dyck 
language over one pair of brackets. In [2-4 j it has been proved that &( WW) # WY 
The opzrations %I!‘, %!‘-‘, A .% are usually called trio operations. 
If A := (%!, &9-l, A B), then it is known (see [I]) that for any fani@ of languages 2, 
&(,z!?) = (rod, %-‘, A s)(s) = %?(%-‘(c%, A 9). 
For ~4 := (9, -l, ~3) we have 
(.=8=( %--I, A B)(p) = ~c(i%-dec(di??) A a). 
A (3) (respectively, A (A?‘)) is called the least (respectively, least full) trio containing 
9. 
Let @ := (%, R-l, A , v , l , + ) and @ := (&, x-r, A , v , l , *). 
Then (v,*, (5?))=9$5?)and(v,~,*)( 
F(3) (respectively, &3?)) is called the least (respectively, least full) L contain - 
ing 9. 
, # ,( w) is the number of occurrences of the letter 
n} is an ordered a 
rikh mapping I@ : 
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ormally 
(w’i := 
(x), if x is a barred symbol, 
9 else. 
us, #i({d, F9 E, hi)) = ( 
In spite of notational differences the shuffle operation had its place in early papers 
on formal language theory as well as in the later work on software specification. 
Apparently, the following notation is the oldest infix notation whk h has been used in 
the literature and is most suitable to denote a commutative and associative operation 
in contrast to the prefix notation of [l]. 
The shufBe operation will be denoted by the symbol w and is defined 
for languages A, B C_ X* by: 
AwB:={we *[u~u~*~*u~EA,v~v~**‘~~EB,u~,~~EX~, 
W= UIVIU2V2 ’ l l wJ9 
OWLI := L1 w 0 := !a. 
nition 3.2. For families oi languages LE’19 32 the shuffle operation is generalized 
in the obvious way; 
~1w~2:={L*L~LzIL1E~1,4;2E~~. 
Similar to the wedge operation, we define: 
~(3) := U z, where 31 := L? and Z’i+l := Z’# w .Z; 
ial 
(wsy)(S’) := U A?:i, where 21 1: 5? and JZi+l I= Z’i w 3K 
i31 
Note that (~clX)@) = 4? w X if X contains the language {A} and is closed under 
shuffle. 
The ikrated shuffle was introduced in [9] and there denoted by a dagger, *- 
. Let L c X* be a language. Then 
Lt := U Li9 wlhere L.1 := {A} andLi+l := 
i*l 
Li W L. 
shuffle to families , of languages 5? is given 
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Note that (I,‘)? = L’ so that ‘f(S) = 2~ 2?. 
Based on these shuffle operations and the regular operations we define three 
families of languages. The family 9%’ is equal to the class of Iangua,Tes definable by 
shuffle expressions [ll] or C-expressions [6]. he family y&a/ is a 
and has been studied in [4]. The family 9 is an important subclass of 9YL/ since 
A(9) = WY’ has been shown in f3]. . 
s%kp:= (v , w, t)(9%2), 
9 := w({D1}), where D1 is the one-sided yck language over one pair 
of matching brackets. 
Note that the family 9 contains exactly all languages which ar.2 the n-fold shuffle 
of n 3 1 different copies of the Dyck language RI. 
The proof ois the Mowing Eemm:3 is straightforward and is omitted. 
..(a) ~‘(9%~f)=%L+; 
(b) %‘-dec(9’& u/‘) = 9% UJ ; 
(c) f?Pym) = 9%; 
(d) %‘-dec(%5’) = 9%. 
Note that for each h-’ E Zedec there exists an alphabet X and an inverse coding 
h,’ E %-cod such that h-‘(L) = hi1 (L) w Xt, a d olwiously Xt = X*. 
The following lemmas from [ 131 can be proved easily by induction over the 
structure of the expressions which define the languages. Recall that 9 is the Parikh 
mapping. The rrotion of semilinear sets can be found in [l]. 
. For every language L E .!B’ the set 4(L) is semilinear. 
. Every infinite language L E 9%!f contains an infinite regular set. 
In contrast o Lemma 3.3, we will see that even very simple relgular sets of star 
eight one are not contained in the family Y’#L/, thus establishing the proper 
containment LS@&W_/ 5 9% 
roving this and other negative statements about the family %&J’, we 
shuifle operation is not nee 
U$ there exist n 3 1 (and finite sets 
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n 
= J< iW 2. ; = 1 
nlus zi%U)f = v (w(twbz))). 
The ff?llowing cakulation rules are more or less we!1 ~.IIGW-I from 
[l, 4,k, 7,9,10,11,12] and provide an inductive proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A, 
and C be arbitrary langua.ges, then (1) to (6) below hold: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
AwB=BwA, 
(AwB)wC=Aw(BwC), 
Aw(BuC)==(A~B)U(A~C), 
A+ w B+ = (A u B)‘, 
(A+)+ = A+, 
(A+wB)+=((AvB)+wB)v(A). 
A more detailed proof than the one given here can be found in [4] but is 
straightforward. 
Lemma 3.4. L E %hf’ and only (A} E Yh’,&. 
roof. From the definitions one deduces the following equation which is valid for all 
languages A and B: 
(ALJJB+)-{A}=(A-{A})u(Aw(B-{A})w(B-{A})+). 
Together with Theorem 3.1 this gives the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
heorem 3.2. {a} l R l {b)& %Ls#’ f or any infinite regular set R and arbitrary 
symbols a # b. 
roof. Let R c X*, R E 6% and R Cc infinite. Furthermore, assume {a}R{b}&%‘~f 
Then by Theorem 3.1 there exist finite sets Ai, Bi, 1 s i =S n such that 
{a}R{b}= 3 Ai 11 Bi. 
i = 1 
This implies Ai * Bi c {a}R{b} and Bi 8 Ai c {a}R{b} for each 1 s i G n, such that 
for each lsispt and each WEAiuBi either w=h or w=avb for some VE 
v (a, b})*. Therefore there exists a non-zero rational r > 0 suck that the property 
a* 
1 .J 4 Jan&en 
holds for all W E Ai U 1 s i s .r. In fact r can be chosen to be 
y the definition of iterated shuffle and shu 
WEIJy=aAiLLI 
indexjE(1,. . . 
Bj, then llmVmb 
finite *there exists an 
%!, there exists a deterministic, finite automaton with k states accepting the set 
{a}R {b), thus accepting each word Q mv mb mu, m 3 0, too. ut if m > k, then this finite 
automaton reaches one and the same state in different stages o? its accepting 
computation, and there exists a decomposition m := ml + m2 + rn3 with ml, my 3 0 
and rn2 3 1 such that 
kll be accepted by this automaton for each i 3 0, i.e., wi E {IZ] for each i s 0. 
Now obviously P,(wi) is no longer true for each wi E (a}R{b} as i uld be from the 
assumption {a}R{b} = Uy= 1 Ai w Bt. Thus the assumption fails to be true and 
The przceding results now provide a simple proof for the fo lowing corollary, 
listing a number of missing clos!rre properties for the family %kf. 
~kj is not closed under any of the following ope(*ations : 
(b) product ( l ), 
(c) non-erasing homomorphisms (9X), 
(d) inverse homomorphisms (SIT-“), 
(e) intersection with regular sets ( A i&?), 
(f) intersection ( b\ ). 
y Lemma 3.4, (a 
Theorem 3.2 show: that {ab}‘E 
(b) Again by T 
(a}{ba}“{b) E 54&z j, but 
s {a}, {b} and (b)* = {b}’ E 
(a) since (ab)” E 
incc h -‘({&j’ w {cd)) = {x}(y)“{ 
:= ca, h(y) := ba, h(z) := 
-’ defined my 
Since (ab)” = (ab)‘n {ab)*. 
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e last symbol of w is b, w b) w {ba)* impks 
#&)a #&4)-l. (2) 
(2) together we finally get 
)a #&)a #&)-la #b(U)-+ (3) 
for each prefix u of w, and1 obviously 
#a(w) = #‘&v). (4 
But (3) and (4) are true for a word w E {Q, 6)’ iff w E {ab}+. This proves L = {ab}‘. 
Using the fact that {&?c)~ isnot a context-free language and the preceding results, 
one can show the following corollaries, some of which are also contained in the 
references. 
orolla .3. 77ie family 9%~ f is incomparable with the families 3 and %,L 
The family 9% is incomparable with %/. 
ry 3.5. The family 9% is not equal to the famiiy 92%‘9’uf Petri net languages. 
We will later show that in fact 5%’ and K!%” are incomparable with resepcl: to 
inclusion. 
The inclusion of Corollary 3.6 can be obtained by showing that the family of 
context-sensitive languages %‘9 is closed under the operations which define 9%‘. This 
can be done by easy machine: constructions and is left for the reader. 
We now study the effect of apply@ homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms 
to languages from the familks S%U/ and 98, and we consitder expressions which 
allow the use of these operations as further operations. 
In connection with expressions describing concurrent flow of actions the use of a 
h(x) = apa 0 e l a, 
ee of indivisible actions ~1 = 9 l 
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The following technictil emma is quite useful. 
. For any family of languages 28, 
(Fd,‘SV-1)(2z) = %?Qr”(6P)). 
f. We only have to show the inclusion %-‘(~od(2’)) c %?“(Z-‘(A?)). Let 
L E Y’, L c Y” be arbitrary. Let h, E pod, h,: Y* + Z* be a coding, and h E &, 
h : X* -j iiT* be some homomorphism. Without restriction we can assume that X, Y, 
and 2 are disjoint alphabets. 
Now define the new alphabet of finitely many symbols 
M := {[a, v]la E X, v E Y*, h,(v) = h(a)}. 
Define the homomorphisms hl E sod, h:! E %’ by: 
hI: *+x*, where hI([a, v]) := a for all [a, v] E M, 
h2:M*+ Y*, where hz([a, v]) := v for all [a, v] E M 
It is easy to verify the equation h -‘(h,(L)) = hl(hT1 (L)), which proves the equality of 
Lemma 3.5. 
Note that Lemma 3.5 cannot be strengthened by replacing rod by e .cher %Z’or &, 
since it can be shown [4] that for L := (~(x)(y)*(z))*, (K’, %‘)({a}*! 3 
L&?(%‘-‘({.z;*)) holds. 
The proof that a trio is cl losed under shuffle iff it is closed under intersection (see [l] 
for details) also yields :he following weaker statement, which we recall for the sake of 
completeness. 
Car any famiiy of languages 9, 
( A, LlJ, stf-‘)(.9) = (IJJ, 19r’)(3?). 
3. For at3 y family of languages 2?, 
Od,W, A s?)(Y). 
oof. For arbitrary languages A, B c not containing barred symbols, we 
have 
+ LetK= 9LI-l 
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family (%Tod, ZV-l)(N) contains all the regular sets, which finishes the proof of the 
theorem, since 
c_ (rod, c?rl, A )(A-) = :ivoG,$ 2r-‘)(JQJ E A&N). 
Let A, B E (ZVcod , %F1)(N) be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.5 there exist C E JV, tl 1 E iFcod, 
and rti* E %? such that lg = h#z~’ (0). Without restriction we may assume that 
X := alph(A), Y :== alph(C), and Z :- alp11 (h i1 (C)) are three disjoint alphabets. 
Now 
A w B = A w hl(h;’ (C)) = h3(hi1 (A w C)), 
hd : (X u Z)* + (X u Y)* and hs : (X u Z)* + (X u alph(B))* 
are defined by 
ifxEX ifxEX 
if x EZ 
and h&) := 
if x E Z. 
Since hl was a coding, h3 is a coding too. If this construction is applied a second time 
for replacing the language A we see, again using Lemma 3.5, that there exist 
hs E cod, hi’ E F’ and languages C, D E JV, alph(C) n alph(D) = 8, such th,at 
A w B = h#$(C w D)). Since dill is closed under shuffle, this shows A w .B E 
(%?Od, Z’-‘)(N), and the latter family is closed under shuffle. 
Now let R E 3, R c X+, be an arbitrary, A -free regular set. There exists a 
completely defined, deterministic finite automaton A. := (2, X, f, ~10, F) accepting R. 
2 := {2(-J, 21,. . . , zn] is the set of states, z. is the initial state, F c 2 - (~0) is the sc:t iof 
final states, and f : Z x X -9 2 is the transitio:*r function. 
We define the new alphabet Y? by: 
v ((ei, X) 1 x E X, 0 s i s n, ei new symbols) 
tJ{(S, X)1X EX, s a new symbo’l} 
We define a homomorphislm tZ : 2” + ({$, 4) u Z (J z}* for each x E X and all 0 d: i s 
n by: 
h((zi, x)) := Zizj iff f(~i, X) = zj, 
h((S, X)) := $Zj ifTf(zo, X) = Zj, 
h((ei, x)) := ii& iff f(zi, x > E F, 
h((xj) := $4 iff f(z0, x) E b;: 
M. Jan&en 
unction h is indeed a homomorphism. INote that A 
same ideas which led to Corollary 3.1 (f), one can now E 
h-‘(L),, w {$q$) =h-‘(($ 
where E), := {ziri 1 I s i G n)’ E Clip and 
u {W I W = (S, Xi&j, X2), X1X2 E RI 
Obviously R = ) for a suitable coding h,E %*, so that Indeed .R E 
(:Wcod, K1)(Jlq. Since h-‘(D,,) =(A) we also ave R u(A) = 
Irc(h-‘((Dn w ($4, A})) E (%?Od9 K’)(N) which finally proves tire theorem. 
A more detailed proof in [4] shows that in fact 4% G (e, &P-‘)({L2, L2 u {A),)), 
where L2 := d)l LSJ D1 UJ ($4) and .& as before is the one-sided &;k language over 
one pair of brackets. But we wil: not use this stronger statement in what follows. 
* 
mm . 
(rod, ir’)(9%&f) = (irod, %qLLJ, t)p-in) 3, 
= (R, SY’-‘, A) v, w, a, A i%)((Dl}) = WY 
owed WY’=~($ZQ=(.M, A)({D~})=(SK~%?-‘, A, v, 
u *, 3.3 we have&@) c_ (ip, %‘-1)(9’tG,$‘). The reverse 
inclusion follows immediately if we can show S%CG/ SE %SG? Since WY’ is not closed 
under iterated shuffle, as will be shown later, it is not at all clear by the previous 
results that this inclusion holds. A proof for ~+%GL/ E WV’ not using Petri nets 
a.ppeared in [4] and is based on the fact that for any word w, {w)’ t’ (p, X-‘)(9). It 
should ;BISO be easy to construct a 
machine [2,5] which accepts a la 
provides a simple normal form for the languages of the family S%CL+‘. 
lem concerning the family 9%~ f which 
t known whether 
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e question ( = 0?’ is decidable for arbitrary languages A, 
if the reachability problem for Petri nets is decidable. 
tri nets is equivalent. to the ernpltiness 
roblem for the class %9’9 (see also [Z-S]). Since all the constructions used to show 
lity problem is also equivalent 
E 9%~ j. Now ??(A) =:0 iff 
a i% 54X) = {WI,. . . , w,}E 9k 
Now let a, a’E alph(A) be new symbols, *he? .4 n {w 1, . . . , wn}* = 8 if and only if 
BnC=0, where := (A w {aa)‘) and C *- ((a61 !II {awla,. . . , tiw,,a}‘). This can 
be seen as follows: For any prefix u of words in B we have # =(u) 2 # &u) and for the 
prefixes u of words in C we have X &..J) 2 # o(u) - 1 st Further inspection of the words 
in B nC then shows that each MT O’n C must be of the form w - 
a&ahzair 8 l 8 ~tiv,ati, where vlv2 8 l * v,, EA and vl, ~2,. . . : v,, E {wl,. . . , w,}. 
Since the languages B and C are members of the family 5%~ j and also Y’+%tij A 
9%~ j G %?,YY’, this proves the corollary. 
As a consequence of Corollary 3.8 we see that the emptiness problem for 
languages defined by the X-expressions of [6] is at leas? as difficult as the reachabil- 
it:y problem for Petri nets. And it i likely that the inclusion problem for SG 
expressions is undecidable, since it is nown to be undecidable for the class %Z???’ 
P4 ?I 
So far we know the relationship 
(zv-‘, Fd, v, LLI, t)(9%92) 2 @i?-‘, WOd)( v , w, t)(9%t) = %sfY 
and the question arises whether the above inclusion is proper or not. We theretfore 
study the family (K’, Zmd, v , W, t)(9%) in m,orc detail and will finally show that 
indeed inequality holds. 
The next result first of all shows that many trios which are closed under iterated 
shuffle are in fact union closed. 
v , t)(S) = (4 t)Gf) if 
(a) 2 is a family of languages closed under union or if 
(b) 2’ .- (L) for a single language L. 
If 9’= {L), then (Ad, v , +)(A?‘) = (.A& 
(a), s&e 
v , t)(&(L})) shows that (b) follows from 
each principal trio is closed under union (see [I]). 
In order to prove 
u.+n closed. Since 
e sufficient to prove 
closed. Xow let 
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symbol-limited erasing homomorphism, this shows , v(P(3’)) c .A(t(A& v j(2))) c 
A(t (A(Z))) c (A, t)(.Z’) for any union closed family of languages 2 
over the number of alternations of union and iterated shuffle c * 
(v, t)(2?) E (A, t)(.Z) which finally proves the lemma. 
The following result indicates the power of the iterated shufhe operat!on. 
trio which is in addition closed under iterated shtsf%e includes the family %W’of Petri 
net !znguages and is moreover closed under intersection and all the AFL operations. 
w For an TV choice Qf oL/ 1, 22, and 23 being one of the famiks 9iti, (Dl), 93, 
. By Lemma 3.8 we already know 
(1) (-4i?, t)(Sl) = (~4, t, V)(A?l) K 2i = Sin <iDI}, Y’&,J’, SE, %‘Z?,Y, respectively). 
Now let A, B c X*, A &A n B, X not coatalnining barred symbols, and $, 4 G X new 
symbols. Then 
(2) A w B = h ((A{$} v B(4))’ n X”{$t}), where h is symbol-limited erasing on $ 
and 4, h(x) :== x for all x EX and h($) := h(B) := h. 
Thus ~(9) c (A, f)(P’) for any family JZ’. I[f A EA nB, then A w B = 
k J R~J~A -{A}) w (B-(h)) and (1) and (2) together show (&, t)(Sr) = 
(& t, W, v)(L&) for Z?r defined as above. By Lemma 3.6 (rod, R-r, v, w, t)(SGz) is 
closed under intersection and by Theorem 3.3 contains all the regular sets, so that 
(SVod,SV1, V,w,t)(lFi~2)=(A,A,t)(l!Fi+z) 
By Corollary 3.7 {Dr} c 9 c 9&j c %W’ c (A, t)(gi,) and the first equality g,f 
Theorem 3.4 holds for any choice of Sr,,J& being one of the families %‘n, {DI}, 9, 
%!L/, %99 Now using the equation 
(3) A* = h(({$}A{4}Y n ({$)X”(g))*), where A, X and h are defined as in (2), 
we see that (A, t)(2Yl) is closed under the star operation. Lemma 3.7 finally shows 
closure under product, so that (A, t)(gig?) = (9, A, t)(Siw) and this family now 
includes all the families {DL), 9, %$kf, X5’, and %W’S+’ from the formulation or the 
theorem. 
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e now want to show the existence of a langauge which is not ,\n element of the 
11) but which can be constructed from the finit.: sets using only 
product and iterrted shuffle. This certifies the earlier statement hat iterated shufne is 
more powerful than Kleene star. 
. Let PAR c {a, b, c, d}* be the language defined by 
PAR := {~a”~ctz”~c l l l cankdbm1cbm2c l 0 l cbmkc fk > 1, (nl, . . . , nk) 
is a permutation Of (WI,. . . , mk) for ni, mi 20). 
PAR @ (9, /\)({Dl)). 
roof. It is known from [l] that each languqe 5 E (9, /\)({Dl}) cdn be accepted by a 
one-way multicounter machine ML in realtime, where in addition the finite state 
control of ML consists of one state only. Now assume that PAR is accepted by some 
one-state k-counter machine A4 PAR in realtime. Suppose wl, w2 E PAR are! two 
distinct words of the same length 2 l I + 1 satisfying 
(1) w1 =ca”lc . l l ca”k&“lc . . . cb”kc; 
(2) w2 = caP1c 9 l l caPrdb% l l l cbqrc; 
0) (Pl, l l . , p) is not a permutation tif (nl, . . . , Q), in which case we say that 
canlc l l l can&d aild caP1c l l l cap-d are distinguishable prefixes of w1 (respectively, 
w2:* 
fhen, just after receiving the middle symbol d of w1 (respectively, w2) 
iW PAR must be in two distinct configurations. Otherwise the word 
C0C l ’ . ca”k&qlc . . l c*bqrcE PAR would also be accepted by MpAK. Thus I”MpAR 
must be able to reach f( 2 -i- 1) different configurations within Z + 1 steps, where f( I + 1) 
is the number of distinguishable prefixes v = ca’% l l l c&‘&d of length 2 -t 1 = 
c FS1 ni + k + 1. NOW f(I + 1) equals the number of different partitions of I into 
positive summands. The asymptotic behavior of f(E + 1) is given by the first term of 
the Hardy/Ramanujan expansion (see [IS] for details) so tM ior large I, 
On the other hand we will see that M PAR cannot reach that many different 
configurations within Z + 1 steps. Assume that cl is the maximal change of a counter 
of MPAR in a single step and let co be: the maximal value of the k counters of ?.h~ in 
its initial configuration. Then Mp,+R can reach at most 
vo+k+c~(z+l) 
t k 
c(c()+cl+l+cl’z)c 
erent configurations wit I+ 1 steps. ince f(Z+l) grows 
polynom!al ikf PAR cannot accept the language PAR. 
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~3 := L:n({c~}{a~Y.~c2))+(~~3~~~~~~~~~~~ 
= {C~ian%~C~4n2C2 9 . . clankc+g3bm1c~ l 0 l c3biykc41 k 3 1, 
(n $, . . . , nk) is a per utation of (ml, . . . . Pnkj for ni, F?Zi B 8). 
bviou:,ly, BAR E (L3) and L3 E (t, GRj(S&) so that the following corollary is 
immediate: 
E,$ := (((cl}{ac~c3b)‘{c4}jt; 
~~ := ({clKanc; 1 n 2 lj}j+ . ((c3”b”l m 2 l)i:cd)+- 
Obviously L4c (t, *)(9&t) and LYE (9, A)( *}j. Now :cssume L4 E 
I)), then also Lg := Lq f-3 Ls E (9, Aj({D~}j. Now 
(nl, * l = 9 II+) is a permutation zf (IS 1, .*., ??Ykj for ni, I?li 2 0). 
This last equality can be verified as follows. By ciefkition of Ls, wlbwzaw3 is not an 
element of Ld A L5 for any ~1, ~2, w3 E (cl, ~2, ~3, ~4, CI, b}*. Similarly, WICZQWZ, 
W~C~QW~, and ~1~3~2~2 are not elements of L4n Ls for ary choice of WI and ~2. 
Therefore L4 n LS = ({C1){Q”c~c~b”Kc4})tnLg and it is now easy to see that 
Lg := Lh n Lg has the describe structure. Again AR tz&(L6) together with 
Theorem 3.5 shows L& (9, A)({ 
The 
proof. 
following corollaries of the are now immediate and need no 
Od, X-l, V, W, t)(SiHj 3( =Od, YP j( v, w, tj(9ircj. 
1)) nor (9, A )({ l}j is closed under iterated 
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marizes some of the results of this section. 2, + 22 denotes 1 Ecz?$ an 
9tes 2& 52 SF:!, where proper inclusion is not known. V’/‘* -- - - 
expresses CM conjecture that these two families are incomparabl’e. If
e is not true, then +- - - - must be replaced by +. If there doesn’t exist a 
directed path between two falmilies of languages, using all three types of directed 
arcs, then these two families are incomparable. 
Fig. 1. 
Again note the (A, 5 (A. j({Dl}) is from [Z-4] the con- 
(A, A)({D~}) B8’ still for the 
We have seen that homomorphisms and intersection with regulajr 
are powerful capable describing several synchronization isms. 
In following section want to introduce operations which supposed 
to synchronization w%ch have used to event expressions 
lo], flow [ 21, r;arrd [6,7,8,13,14]. We not consider 
operation “concurl*ent composition synchronizing processes” which use 
to SC-expressions. 
by -, been used [ 
has been use 
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l For languages A, 
A - 23 := {w E (alph(A) - alph(B))* ! A n (18 w j IV}) # 8). 
For families of languages 9, g% let 
and 
-X(6?) 1~ iJ LFi, where ii!?; I= 3’ and JZi--l := zi - x. 
i21 
Informallv speaking, the words of the set A - 23 are olr tained from the words of A 
be erasing one complete scattered subword which must belong to B. 
Thus inverse shuffle somehow combines the operations intersectichr and erasing. 
k emma 4.3 will make this informal statement more pre?ise. 
We want to point out that for arbitrary languages 14, E, C E X*, X not containing 
barred symbols, the following equality holds: 
(A-B)-C=A-(Bwh(C)), 
where h E sod is an isomorphism defined by 
This is because no word in .4 -13 contains symbois from alph(B). 
Also, in general, (A -B) - C # A - (B - C) so that -(59 + -9(Y) for arbitrary 
families of languages 9. 
The above equation also shows that -5Q5?) = 9-- x if ,ZY is a family of languages 
closed under shuffle and contains the language {A}. 
In his flow expressions, Shaw [ 11,123 used a cyclic operator 00 which is a 
generalization of the usual star operation and generates infinite words. Since we will 
not use languages containing infinite words as elements, the following family 5%’ is 
only a subfamily of all languages definable by flow expressions, but captures most of 
the relevant structure and can be compared easily with the other families of 
languages introduced so far. 
. Let := {Ui, Wp 1i a 1) be an infinite set of pairwise dis 
e define the class “-UrE R of ‘signal-wait languages’ iteratively as fo 
t is clear from th efinition and the prece remarks that - 7$” is closed under 
composition and - 
9%’ defined next i 
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eneralizing the eas of Shaw, the fami y (v, *, w, t, -)(9&) was introfducfed in
er of shuffle expressioils. We will show that this latter family as 
is equal to the class 8%’ of recursively enumerable languages. 
To do this we need some auxiliary lem.mas 
. (0,-X)(2?) := -X(0(9?)) for all families of languages X, .2Z and 0 I= S@ 
(Sk?, %Td, PC, resp.). 
roof. Let A, B cX* be arbitrary, X not containing barred symbols, and hI E &, 
then 
hs(A-B)=hz(A)-& 
where h2 : X* + (X u %>” is defined by 
k(X) := 
hl(x 1, 
ii 
if xg alph(B), 
3 else. 
Obviously h2 is nonerasing, length-preserving, or alphabetical if 111~ is so. 
Lemma 4.2. (A%?, -Yi3(.i;p) = -X(hi%?(S)) for all families of languages 3X and A?. 
Proof. Let A, B, R c X4’, R E 9i!, X not containing barred symbols, then 
(A-B)nR==(A-B)nS, 
where S := R&lph(A)-alph(B))*&%. NOW, (A--B)nS=(AnK’(S))-B, 
where h E tie’ is clefinedl by 
l -. h(x) ( 
A, if .r 6 alph(B) 
.-m 
X9 else o 
This shows AB (-srir(S’)) G -(~a (9)) and thus the lemma. 
.3. (Ldw; --)(#Jz)~ = -(uX(.JZ)) for any two families tif languages X and 3. 
. Let A, B, C G X4’ be arbitrary, X not contakring barred&mbols, then 
(A-B)wC=(h(A)wC)-B, 
where kt is the isomorphism defined by 
h(x) ( := x, if ;uti alph(B), 
% else. 
*:$5?) = (A, X’)(ZZ> for every family of langua 
irst observe that Z’-l)(S) for every alphabet J herefore 
(h, Sz?, %?)(Z) = (w, &., I-‘). 
Now let c X* be arbitrary, not containing barred syma #IS, t 
A-B=h3(h;‘(A)nh;’ 
where hl, hz, h3: (X v 
hi(x) := x,. if x& alph(B), hl(x’) := xy if x E alph( 
hz(x! :r= ;i, if x@ alph(B), hr(z) := x, if x E alph(B); 
h3(x) := x for all x E X, h&f) :=A forallx&?. 
This shows that (A, i@‘, %?-‘)b.JZ) is closed under inverse shuffle. The equality A n B = 
h4(A) - I!?, where hd :X* )* is d %fined by h(x) := x;S for all x E X, then 
shows that (w, SV, X-1j(3j is closed under intersection. 
Applying Lemmas 4.1,4.2 and 4.4, we immediately obtain 
. -(A&2?)) = (~4, h)(JZ) for every family uf languages .Zif 
The following two lemmas provide the main results needed to show that cxrery 
recursively enumcrablc set can be defined by some flow expressicn. 
. 
IfX=4GrX=9cnd6(rr(v,~ 
product or .&&Ye9 
, * , U, t) contarns one of the operations 
tken %!‘(0(~9hj) G -X(6(9ip~)). 
E (0(9%1)), for 0 being any subset of (v, l ) * , LLI, T), then A G X* can be 
described by some finit 2 expression I!?,+ If h E @, then we can defire a new expression 
EB; from EA by substi ting oh (x)a for every occurre of x in EA, where w, C& ,t 
are new symbols. Let be the language described by 
obviously B E 6(9&) anal for each prefix u of a word w E 
#,(U)~‘?K&4). 
Thus 
*{fT})* ={Wl W =WV~O3llV~cP ’ ’ ’ OV,cT, Vi f Y*, 3Xi E 
h(Xi) = tri, ~1x2 l l l x,EAorw=hiffAeA). 
t is now easy to verify 
ba eo 
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or:r%=GSandOc(v,., *, W, t) contains one o,f the opelzxtions 
-‘(0(9&)) c -X(O@L)). 
*, and EA be the expression defining A. Let h : Y* -) 
morphism, Y n X = 0, and let i( w j denote the ith symbol in 
the word W. Let 2 := {tiy,i, 0y.i 1 y E 1 s i s lg(h (y j )) be a set of new symbols. Then 
for each x E we define a finite s 
Now we can define a new language B E S(%%t) by substituting the set AN, for each 
occurrence of the symbol x E X in the expression E ,+ Similar techniques, as used in 
previous proofs, now show 
(by.1 I Y E Y?B!@z,l Iz E Y), -K = (B w {Uy,lW,J 1 y, 2 E Y), -K 
= h-‘(A) 
for 
K = {u~,#J,i I y E Y, 1 s i S lg(h (y j))’ 
or 
K= SHUF ({uy.i, ~y,i~y,il*)~ 
YEY 
leisig(i.(y)) 
where SHWF denotes the finite shuffle of all the signal-wait languages appearing as 
the argument. 
We omit the detailed proof of this last claim, since the general idea was explained 
before and, despite technical details, the proof is straightforward. 
. The previous results provide the proofs for the following sequence of 
inclusions: 
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The same argumentation goes through with - replacing - 9i! everywhere, which 
verifies the theorem. 
. By Theorem 4.1 (4, A)({D~})C (-, W, ~)(S%Z). Since the latter faraily is 
closed u-tder iterated shuffle, also ( , A, t)({D1}) c (-, W, j_)(%h). But then Coral- 
lary 3.9 shows ii%% C (-, W, T)@%H), the reverse inclusion being trivial. 
heore .3. (%, z-l)( l , t)(s%z) = %?8. 
roof. We first show that the family (Z@, %‘-‘)(g , t)(Si+t) is closed under product. 
Let lLaT B cX*, X not containing barred symbols!, and hi E % Y := alph(hi(X)), 
then hi(A) . B = h2(A . fi), where hZ : (X u x)* + Y* is defined by hz(Z) := x for all 
$6 X and /Q(X) := hl(x) for all x EX. For hyl E %?-I we llave hi’(A) l B = 
A&i1 (A l B)), where &(x) := h&) for all x E X and !&(Z) := x’ for all x’ E 2. Thus 
($‘, X-‘)( 9, t)rSilt) is indeed closed under product. By Theorem 3.7.2 in [l] we now 
have (9, %‘-‘)( l , t)(%~) =& 0, t)(9%). If we finally show that this family is in 
addition star closed, then Theorem 4.3 will be proved completely. 
To do this, let A E & * , A\ ’ J 1 ,t,FiM) be arbitrary. There exist B E ( l , ‘3, Fiti), R E 92, 
hl E p, k;l E %‘-dec, such that A = hl(h~‘(B)nR). Now 
A* = (hl(h s1 (B) (1 R))* 
= hl((h;‘(B)nR)*) 
where $ is a new symbol and h3 E PC is the weak codink, which erases only the 
symbol $. Furthermore (hi’(B)*($))* = (hil(B ={$}))* I=hal((B #>*>, where 
k&) := &(x) for all x E alph(&’ (A)) and hd($) := $. Now C :== B a{$)~ ( l y I)(~%z~ 
and C* = h&c} l C l {d))? r, ((c)a alph(C)* 9 {d})*), where c and d are new symbols 
and hs is the weak coding which erases only the symbols c and d. Putting thesG 
equations together, we obtain A* E &(a, t)({C}) and & l , t)(9L) is closed under 
Kleene stay. 
Using Theorem 4.3 above, we are now in the position to show that e 
enumerable set can be define by some flow expression and also b 
which uses on1 e operations product, iterated shuffle and inverse shuffle. 
. -%?(e, t)(@ile)= -(e, t)( 
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c %yl&(4t(*, t)(sn))) by Lemma 4.6 
c &(-a(&(*, t)(9&))) - by Lemma 4.2 
c -a(&(/&( l , t)i@%z))) - by Lemma 4.1 
c -B(&(-%(R( ., t)(Piti)))) by the proof of Lemma 4.4 
C -%(-4E(& *, t)(Sin))) - by Lemma 4.1 
c -a! (-4% (-.e ( l , t)(s%z))) - by Lemiaa 4.5 
= -%?( l , 'i')(lFi*c). 
This already shows 8% = -ai l , tJ(Siti). 
Ht now remains to prove that 
-9 ( l , S)(9i9t) E -(*,~)(RH) and G!!(~, t)($i+z)e-l;tr(*, t)(%&). 
The proof of these equations follows the ideas used to verify Lemma 4.5 or 4.6 and is 
only sketched. 
Let A E ( l , t)($iM) be described by the finite expression EA and let R E 92 be 
arbitrary. Assume that R c X* is accepted by the deterministic finite automaton 
(Z, X, f, zo, F), where Z := {zo, 21, . . . , r,] is the set of states, to is the initial state, 
F c 2 is the set of final states, and f: 2 XX + Z is the transition function. We then 
define a new language I3 E ( l , t)(Pi,) by substituting the finite set 
M, ‘= {Z,:Zi 1 f (Zip X) = Zi, Zip Zi E Z, X E X} 
for any symbol x E X in the expression E A. The symbols x E alph(A) -X in EA 
remain unchanged. Now C . = (zo)‘B*{z’,}/t,~E}E(*, t@Fi&mdA--R=C-k, 
where either K 1~: {ZiZiI Zi E =)’ E ( l , t)(ZFiti) or K := SHUFlsi<n ({Zi, ZiZi}*) E 
‘fhus indeed -?V(. , t)($iti, -= -( l , t)(iR,) = BiF’. 
Note that -B(‘f(iFiw)) C (.d, A)({D~}) by Theorem 4.1 and obviously 
-%?( l (9iti))=Sd92. Thus the combination of product and iterated shuffle in 
Theorem 4.4 is essential and - as has been shown earlier by Corollary 3.11. and 
Theorem 4.3 - extreme:ly powerful, probably more powerful than the combination 
?hufRe and iterated shuffle. 
~~nfortunate~y~ the question whether 98 f -(w, t)(ZFin) or not remains still o 
arentliy remains open, too. 
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Cancellation operations have been used in [9,lO:l to 
been shown in [S] t xpressions define e actly the class 
enumerable sets and similar results are contained in [l ant 
results in this work, since they are stronger than those o 
. For arbitrary languages A, B, let 
% B := {w E (alph( )>*I w = UrV2 . l l Vn+f, 
gu1, u2, . . . , un E : VlUlV2lA2 ” 
he elements of A 540 are obtained fro 
of all non-scattered subwords which belong to 
dords of A by 
* Qb%OUS?]/ 
. For families of languages X and 3’ we define as usual 
%g~(s) := U a%, where 2’1 := 2 and si+l I== Z % X. 
i*l 
Similar to the inverse shuttle operation, cancellation is not associative. This makes 
it usuaiIy difficult to characterize families of the form %(Ip). Also %3&Z) is in 
general not equal to 2Z% JK 
ut we want to point out that for 
symbols, we have 
not containing barred 
)%C=h(A)%( 
where h is an isomorphiiam defined by 
h(x) 1 := 2, if .x E alph(c) - alph( 
X, else. 
ill be frequently used 
and A%@u{~))= 
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cancellation nor all the d 
Od, then 
for all families of languages X and 25. 
If X = 92, then in addition the above equality holds for 6 = &and 0 = S?‘? 
. Obviously hl(A%B) = hz(A)%B it hl is nonerasing and h2, A, B are defined 
as in Lemma 4.1. 
If h is erasing, then h can be Aecomposed into hl an h3, where h-l E X and 
h3 E e is a weak identity, i.e., hs either erases symbols or maps them onto ifseh. 
Then 
hs(hl(A % B)) = ::h2(A) % 8) Yo C, 
where C is the set of all symbols erased by h3. Now %3 is closed under composi.tion 
and the lemma is proved. 
em 5.2. (I\ 8, “/OX)(Z) = 740 %“(A 3 (2)) for all families of languages X and 9. 
. The proof parallels that of Lemma 4.2. 
Le 5.3. IfsE:v,~ ,, 1, W, t) contains one of the operations product or shuffle, ishen 
A9t(S(sG,))C 0/:,9-&k(0(sF&u)) = %%(CP(LFin)). 
oof. Let A E O’(S’H), A cX*, be defined by the 5nite e ession EA. Let 
(2, X, f, 20, F) be the deterministic finite automaton acceptin E 9& where z = 
120, Zl, ” l l ,,} is the set of states, z. is the iritial e, F E Z is the set .of final states 
+Z ie the transition function. Let := {~Ixz~ 1 f (zi, X) = zj} for each 
efine into for eat% symbol x E Now 
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. Ifac<v,*, *, W, t) contains one of the operations product or rhufle, then 
x-1(O(9be)) c %~~,(0(9~92)). 
a The proof parallels that of Lemma 4.6 and is omitted 
eore 
(& 
1 ist+y%B(w, t)(9%)) 
c %9(&pdec(W, t)(s%t)) 
= %9%t(w, t)(s%e) 
L (%, w, t)(s-M). 
by Lemma 5.4 
by Lemma 5.1 
‘.py Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 3.1 
Now the latter family is closed under iterated shuiffe, so that 
(& V(9&E) = 9W = (%, w, ?)(9&). 
eore J. % Si~(w, JF)( Siti) = (A!, A)({DI}). 
roof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 and the fact that the operation 
% 9Gt can be expressed by the operations 9 and ~8, the proof of which is left for the 
reader. 
Unfortunately we do not know whether the family % (w, t)(S%t) is equal to one of 
the families 9% or (,A?, b)({Dl}). But if we replace the shuffle operation by product we 
obtain 9W = % ( l , t)(GGt). 
. %94’*( 0. t)(lFia) = %( l , t)(iFisc) = %!iE. 
. 
i3w-~(*, t)(sh) by Theorem 4.3 
= Pc(hS?(Kn(*, t)(lFbt))) 
C ~c(~!@(%~(a, Jf)(piw))) by Lemma 5.4 
S ~‘(%~(~8!( l , t)(giti))) by Lemma 5.2 
C_ 2Pec(%9 ( a, t)(ZF+bt)j by Lemma 5.4 
E %92( “( * , t)(?Fiti)) by Lemma 5.1 
= % Si98(*,t)(9&2) a 5.3 and Lem 
C A( 0, t)(lFiti). 
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ections 4 and 5 provide a number of different characterizations of 
0th the recursi ly enumerable sets %!8 and the family &?(%5?Y) = (A, A)({D1l) of 
arbitrary Petri net languages. As can be seen by the following list of results, 
cancellation is more powerful than inverse shufIIe, and the combination of pnaduct 
and iterated shuffle is Imore powerful than the combination of shufie and iterated 
shuffle. All the results obtained have great impact on decidabi’lity questions concern- 
ing event expressions, Ilow expressions, and even weaker variants of them. Without 
going into any details one might state that almost all questions on reasonable 
complex expressions for synchronization description are undecidable or at least 
practically undecidable: because of their high complexity. 
We finish this study with Table 1, where all the families within the same area 2;e 
equal and it is an important open question as to whether both areas describe diff erem 
families of languages. 
% s%(w, t)(9h) 
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